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Excision repair cross-complementing group 1
(ERCC1) overexpression inhibits cell apoptosis
and is associated with unfavorable prognosis of
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
Haiying Peng, MSa, Shaobo Yao, BDb, Qingyu Dong, MDc, Yanxia Zhang, MDd, Weihong Gong, MDd,
Zhongyao Jia, BDd, Li Yan, MDd,e,∗

Abstract
Excision repair cross-complementing group 1 (ERCC1) functions as a nucleotide excision repair (NER) enzyme. Altered ERCC1
expression or function is closely associated with cancer development and progression. This study determined the association of
ERCC1 expression with survivin expression, clinicopathological characteristics, and survival of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
(ESCC) patients after postoperative concurrent chemoradiotherapy.
Tissue specimens from 102 resected ESCC patients were acquired for immunohistochemical analysis of ERCC1 and survivin

protein expression.
ERCC1 expression was detected in 62.7% of ESCC tissues and in 9.8% of normal squamous epithelium tissues (P< .01), while

survivin expression was detected in 60.8% of ESCC tissues and in 19.6% of normal squamous epithelia (P< .01). ERCC1
overexpression associated with advanced tumor clinical stage and lymph nodemetastasis (P< .05), but not with tumor size, depth of
invasion, or differentiation (P> .05). ERCC1 overexpression was also associated with survivin levels (r=0.42, P< .01) and worse
progression-free survival of ESCC patients after concurrent chemoradiotherapy. Multivariate analysis data revealed that ERCC1 and
survivin protein expression were independent predictors of overall survival of ESCC patients after chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy
(P< .05).
ERCC1 overexpression is an important phenotype that is associated with ESCC lymph node metastasis and advanced tumor

clinical stages. ERCC1 expression may also inhibit ESCC cell apoptosis via regulating survivin expression, and ERCC1 and survivin
overexpression are independent predictors of prognosis for ESCC patients who receive chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy.

Abbreviations: DAB = 3, 3-diaminobenzidin, ERCC1 = excision repair cross-complementing group 1, ESCC = esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma, IAP = inhibitor of apoptosis, NER = nucleotide excision repair.
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1. Introduction

Esophageal cancer is a significant health problem in the world
and in China.[1] Histologically, esophageal cancer occurs as
either squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) or adenocarcinoma.
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ESCC is the most common type of esophageal cancer in China,
whereas adenocarcinoma is more prevalent in western countries,
such as the United States of America.[1–3] Clinically, esophageal
cancer is usually diagnosed at the advanced stages of disease, at
which point surgery is not a viable option, and the effectiveness of
chemotherapy and radiation therapy alone is limited. Thus, the
overall survival rate of individuals diagnosed with esophageal
cancer still remains very low. Thus, early detection, effective
control of esophageal cancer progression, and prediction of
prognosis and treatment responses could help medical oncolo-
gists to better treat this now deadly disease.
During esophageal carcinogenesis, there is altered expression,

mutation, and/or epigenetically silencing of many genes.[3–5] The
objective of this study was to evaluate useful biomarkers in
predicting prognosis of esophageal cancer and response to
chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy. In particular, we
focused on a DNA repair enzyme as a biomarker, excision
repair cross-complementing group 1 (ERCC1), which encodes a
single-stranded DNA endonuclease that plays a crucial role in
nucleotide excision repair (NER). Aberrant ERCC1 expression
was associated with genomic instability and cancer development,
as well as resistance to cancer chemotherapy and radiation
therapy.[6–9] Thus, ERCC1 or pathway-related genes could be
attractive anticancer targets.[9] Warnecke-Eberz et al[10] showed
that ERCC1 expression was able to predict neoadjuvant
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chemoradiotherapy resistance and poor outcomes in esophageal
cancer. Moreover, surviving, which belongs to the inhibitor of
apoptosis (IAP) family, is able to inhibit caspase activation and
suppress apoptosis, which is also an underlying mechanism of
chemotherapy and radiation action. Thus, overexpression of
survivin also leads to resistance of chemotherapy and radiation
therapy in cancer cells.[11] The main function of survivin is to
inhibit caspase-3 and caspase-7 activation and downregulate
DNA repair enzymes during cell apoptosis. Thus, we measured
expression of ERCC1 and survivin in esophageal cancer tissue
specimens to determine whether these proteins are associated
with clinicopathological characteristics and progression-free
survival of ESCC patients who received postoperative concurrent
chemoradiotherapy.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients and specimens

In this study, we collected 102 tissue samples from ESCC patients
from the Department of Thoracic Surgery, People’s Hospital of
Linyi (Shandong, China) between August 2010 and August 2012.
Patient inclusion criteria were family members or patients
provided consent before surgery, there were no other malignan-
cies or ESCC distant metastasis, pathologically confirmed
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, and no patient received
chemoradiotherapy or other anticancer therapy before surgery.
The patient exclusion criteria were ESCC was not diagnosed
pathologically, other malignancies and distant metastasis, and
received anticancer therapy before surgery. All patients were
subjected to total esophagectomy and radical lymph node
dissection. Forty-six patients also received concurrent chemo-
radiotherapy with a radiotherapy dose of 50Gy and standard
cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy. These 102 surgically
resected ESCC specimens contained pairwise normal esophageal
mucosae and ESCC for immunohistochemistry analyses. The
laboratory protocol of this study was approved by the Human
Ethics Committee of Shandong Linyi People Hospital with the
access number of KY2015028, and all participants provided
written informed consent before being enrolled into this study.
All ESCCs were diagnosed according to the World Health

Organization’s classification for esophageal cancer[12] and ESCC
staging was done according to the TNM classification of the
American Joint Committee on Cancer.[13] Normal esophageal
mucosae were taken from more than 5cm away from tumor
lesions, and there were no detectable cancer cells in the nontumor
control samples.
2.2. Immunohistochemistry

Paraffin-embedded ESCC tissue blocks, together with para-
tumor normal esophageal mucosa blocks, were cut into 4 to 5m
m thin sections. For immunohistochemistry, the sections were
deparaffinized with xylene and rehydrated in graded concen-
trations of ethanol. Antigen retrieval was conducted according
to the vendor’s instructions for the primary antibodies, that is,
sections were cooked in a pressure cooker with 0.01M sodium
citrate solution (pH 6.0) for approximately 3minutes. Next, the
sections were incubated in 3% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
solution for 10minutes to block endogenous peroxidase
activity and then washed with tap water and phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) 3 times for 2minutes each. Afterwards,
the sections were incubated with a normal serum from the
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Polink-1 PV6000 secondary antibody detection kit (Zhongshan
Goldenbridge Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) and then further
incubated with 50mL of a monoclonal anti-ERCC1 (Origene
Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Rockville, MD) or anti-survivin (Epi
Biotechnology Co. Ltd., San Francisco, CA) antibody at 37°C
for 1hour and subsequently with a secondary antibody from
the detection kit according to the kit instructions. After
washing with PBS 3 times, the sections were subjected to color
reaction with 3, 3-diaminobenzidin (DAB) for approximately
10minutes at room temperature in the dark, counterstained
with Harris hematoxylin solution (Zhongshan Goldenbridge
Biotechnology Co., Ltd.), dehydrated in gradient alcohol,
cleared in xylene, and mounted with neutral gum. The negative
control sections were stained with the same steps but replaced
with the primary antibody with PBS only.
The immunostained sections were reviewed and scored under a

light microscope by a pathologist who was blinded to the identity
of the patients. Nuclear staining with a brown color was
considered as positive staining for both ERCC1 and survivin
proteins. Five fields of high power (400x) in each section were
randomly selected and evaluated. The score criterion for staining
intensity was 0 (negative), 1 (weak staining), 2 (moderate
staining), and 3 (strong staining). The score criterion of percent
cell staining was 0 (no staining), 1 (1–25% staining), 2 (26–50%
staining), 3 (51–75% staining), and 4 (76–100% staining). The
staining intensity and percent scores were added together to form
a final assessment of immunostaining data. If the sum of these 2
scores was more than 4, ERCC1 and survivin expression was
considered to be positive.[14]
2.3. Statistical analysis

We utilized the SPSS 21.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL) for all
statistical analyses. The Chi-square test or Fisher exact
probability test was performed to associate expression of ERCC1
and survivin proteins with various clinicopathological variables,
while the Spearman test was used to analyze association of
ERCC1 with survivin expression. The Kaplan–Meier curves and
the log rank test were performed to determine the associations of
ERCC1 and survivin proteins with overall and progression-free
survival of patients. A P value equal to or less than .05 was
considered statistically significant.
3. Results

3.1. Patient characteristics

Patients’ ages ranged between 42 and 78 years with a median age
of 62 years. Histologically, among the 102 ESCC tumor
specimens, 20 tumors infiltrated the muscularis propria and 82
tumors infiltrated the adventitia; 33 tumors were well differenti-
ated, 55 moderately differentiated, and 14 poorly differentiated.
Forty-eight tumors were at stage II, 54 at stage III, and 46 cases
had lymph node metastasis, but 56 cases did not have tumor
lymph node metastasis.
After patients were discharged from the hospital, they were

followed regularly, every 3 months for the first 2 years and every
6 months thereafter. The total follow-up period of time was
assessed as the time from diagnosis to the date of death or the last
follow-up. All 102 patients were followed up and included in data
analysis in this study. The last follow-up occurred in February
2015 with the median follow-up period of time for 30 months
(range between 3 and 53 months).



Figure 1. Differential expression of ERCC1 and survivin in ESCC tissues detected by immunohistochemistry. ESCC and normal squamous mucosae were
immunostained with ERCC1 or survivin antibodies. All magnifications are at x400.
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3.2. Differential expression of ERCC1 and survivin proteins
in ESCC tissue specimens

Immunohistochemistry revealed that ERCC1 and survivin were
expressed in the nuclei of ESCC cells (Fig. 1). ERCC1 protein was
expressed in 62.7% (64/102) of ESCC tissues compared with
9.8% (10/102) of normal squamous epithelia (x2=61.84,
P< .01). We also found that survivin protein was expressed in
60.8% (62/102) of ESCC tissues compared with 19.6% (20/102)
of normal squamous epithelia (x2=42.54, P< .01).

3.3. Associations of ERCC1 and survivin proteins with
clinicopathological parameters from ESCC patients

We next associated ERCC1 or survivin protein expression with
clinicopathological variables in ESCC patients and found that
ERCC1 overexpression was associated with advanced clinical
stage and lymph node metastasis of ESCC patients (P< .05), but
there was no association of ERCC1 expression with tumor size,
Table 1

Associations of ERCC1 and survivin expression with clinicopatholog
Clinicopathological parameters N ERCC1+ ERCC1-

Age, y
�60 43 22 21
>60 59 42 17

Gender
Male 97 62 35
Female 5 2 3

Tumor size, cm
� 3 16 11 5
3.1–6 75 46 29
> 6 11 7 4

Invasion depth
T2 20 12 8
T3 82 52 30

Tumor differentiation
Poor 14 10 4
Moderate 55 35 20
Well 33 19 14

Lymph node metastasis
No 46 23 23
Yes 56 41 15

Clinical stage
II 48 25 23
III 54 39 15

ERCC1 = excision repair cross-complementing group 1.
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invasion depth, or differentiation (P> .05). Survivin expression
was associated with advanced clinical stage and lymph node
metastasis (P< .05; Table 1). ERCC1 overexpression was also
associated with survivin levels in ESCC tissues (r=0.42, P< .01;
Table 2).
3.4. Associations of ERCC1 and survivin expression with
worse overall (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) of
ESCC patients

Expression of ERCC1 (t=8.896, P< .05) and survivin proteins
(t=2.12, P< .05) was associated with poor PFS. Moreover,
expression of ERCC1 (x2=41.814, P< .05) and survivin (x2=
3.414, P< .05) were associated with poor OS (Fig. 2).
Multivariate analysis indicated that both ERCC1 [P< .05;
hazard ratio (HR)=14.85] and survivin (P< .05, HR=2.478)
expression were independent prognostic factors for ESCC
(Table 3).
ical parameters from ESCC patients.
P Survivin+ Survivin- P

24 19 > .05
< .05 38 21

60 37 > .05
> .05 2 3

10 6
44 31 > .05

> .05 8 3

9 11 > .05
> .05 53 29

5 9
35 20 > .05

> .05 22 11

22 22 < .05
< .05 40 16 <.05

26 22 > .05
< .05 36 18
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Table 3

Multivariate analysis of overall survival of ESCC patients.

Multivariate analysis

Characteristic P HR 95% CI

Gender (male vs female) > .05 0.391 0.079–1.945
Age (� 60 vs > 61 y) > .05 1.009 0.978–1.042
Therapy (Radiochemotherapy vs
No radiochemotherapy)

< .05 0.561 0.316–0.994

Differentiation (Poor vs well-moderate) > .05 2.394 0.822–6.967
Tumor size (� 3 vs > 3cm) < .05 0.219 0.076–0.635
Lymph node metastasis (N0 vs N1–2) < .05 8.480 1.052–68.388
Clinic stage (II vs III) > .05 0.174 0.019–1.574
Survivin (low vs high) <.05 2.478 1.338–4.592
ERCC1 (low vs high) < .05 14.85 6.295–35.033

95% CI = 95% confidence interval, ERCC1 = excision repair cross-complementing group 1, HR =
hazard ratio.

Table 2

Associations of ERCC1 with survivin expression in ESCC tissue
samples.

Survivin

+ � P

ERCC1 + 34 30
� 28 10 < .01

ERCC1 = excision repair cross-complementing group 1.
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4. Discussion

ERCC1 is a key enzyme for the NER, and downregulation of
ERCC1 expression is associated with genomic instability and
cancer development. However, upregulation of ERCC1 expres-
sion in tumor tissues could contribute to tumor resistance to
chemotherapy and radiation therapy.[7–9] NER is a multifunc-
tional DNA repair mechanism that excises damaged nucleotides
in the genomic DNA. Failure of NER leads to genetic instability
and tumor development. In cancer patients, enhanced DNA
repair capacity could lead to tumor resistance to chemotherapy
and radiation therapy becausemost traditional chemotherapeutic
agents and radiation damage genomic DNA and, therefore, kill
tumor cells.[15,16] In this study, we found that ERCC1 protein
expression was significantly upregulated in esophageal carcino-
ma (62.7%) compared with normal esophageal mucosa (9.8%;
P< .05), suggesting that overexpression of ERCC1 is an
important phenotype of ESCC. Upregulated expression of
ERCC1 was associated with advanced ESCC clinical stage,
lymph node metastasis, and poor PFS of patients. Moreover,
survivin, an apoptosis-resistant gene that promotes tumor cell
survival, was also upregulated in ESCC tissue specimens. Survivin
protein expression was associated with invasion depth and ESCC
lymph node metastasis, although this association did not reach
statistical significance for PFS of ESCC patients. Thus, our
current data suggest that ERCC1 and survivin may be useful
biomarkers to predict the effects of chemotherapy and
radiotherapy in ESCC patients. Further studies will assess
Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier curve analysis of overall survival stratified
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whether targeting these proteins will enhance the effects of
chemotherapy and radiotherapy in ESCC patients.
The literature demonstrates that ERCC1 protein overexpres-

sion is associated with progression of ovarian cancer, nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma, and gastric cancer.[17–19] Survivin is reported
to be an important gene in ESCC, and overexpression of survivin
is associated with poor OS and prognosis of ESCC patients.[16,20]

Another study suggested that targeting nuclear survivin expres-
sion could be a therapeutic strategy for ESCC patients.[21] Our
current data are consistent with these previously published
studies and further support their conclusions.
Furthermore, our current study demonstrates that ERCC1

protein expression is associated with survivin expression in ESCC
tissues,which supports the possibility that ERCC1mightmodulate
survivin-related tumor cell survival. Tumor cell apoptosis is an
important aspect of tumordevelopment and progression, aswell as
tumor cell resistance to chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Themain
function of survivin is to suppress caspase-3 and caspase-7, which
are important apoptosis induction molecules. During cell apopto-
sis, caspase-3 and caspase-7 are activated and downregulate their
by ERCC1 and survivin expression. (A) ERCC1. (B) Survivin.
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DNA repair enzyme substrates, a process that is inhibited by
survivin. The main biological effect of DNA injury is associated
with cell death and gene mutation, whereby DNA damage can
induce cell death or apoptosis. When DNA is damaged, the cell
activation reaction pathways and cell cycle are paused. Thus, if the
damagedDNA is beyond repair, the cellswill commit to apoptosis;
however, if the damaged DNA is not repaired or the cells do not
undergo apoptosis, cells could undergo malignant transformation
and cancer development. In contrast, during cancer chemotherapy,
cisplatin, one of mostly used anticancer agents in solid tumors,
induces DNA intrastrand crosslink to trigger a series of
intracellular events, leading to cancer cell death. However, the
DNA intrastrand crosslink could be repaired by theNERpathway.
Thus, the NER capacity has a huge impact on chemotherapy
resistance, normal tissue tolerance, and treatment outcome and
prognosis. Bellmunt et al[22] showed that ERCC1 protein
expression could predict survival of patients with bladder cancer
after platinum-based therapy. ERCC1 was reported to be a novel
target for melanoma and appeared to be a useful biomarker for
prediction of response to neoadjuvant therapy in esophageal
cancer patients.[23,24] Altered expression of various genes that are
associatedwith prognosis of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma,
such asFOXM1 andEGFR, can affect cell cycle, proliferation, and
differentiation.[25,26] ERCC1 affects apoptosis via regulating
survivin, which affects the prognosis of ESCC and also affects
radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Clinically, in spite of radical
tumor resection and extensive lymph node removal, most ESCC
patients still die of tumor recurrence or distant metastasis. Such
recurrence occurs in 27% to 52% of surgery patients, and 41.5%
to 55% of patients have locoregional recurrences.[27] Thus, early
and frequent occurrence of distant metastases generally leads to
poor survival of esophageal cancer patients.[28] Chemoradiother-
apy can reduce locoregional recurrence and improve outcomes
after the surgery.Theadjuvant chemotherapyof esophageal cancer
could potentially target micro-metastatic disease, thus decreasing
the risk of tumor cell distant spread.[29] Our study outcomes are
limited by small sample size, but future study with a larger sample
size from a multicenter could confirm our current data.
5. Conclusion

ERCC1 overexpression is an important phenotype in ESCC and
is also associated with advanced ESCC clinical stages, lymph
node metastasis, and poor PFS. ERCC1 could block chemother-
apeutic-induced tumor cell apoptosis via regulating survivin
expression. ERCC1 and survivin expression are independent
prognostic predictors for patients with resected ESCC who
receive chemotherapy and (or) radiotherapy.
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